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DICTIONARYSESSION 1

1. abandon (bir yeri, kişiyi veya şeyi)
terk etmek

• The captain ordered his crew to abandon the
ship.

(bir aktiviteyi veya işi) 
bitirmeden bırakmak

• The players abandoned the game at
half-time because of the bad weather.

2. abnormal garip, normalden farklı 
• The child’s abnormal behaviour was

disturbing.

3. absence (bir yerde) bulunmama, mevcut 
olmama 

• The student had to make an excuse for his
absence in the class.

4. absolutely tamamen
• The use of electronics in the plane is

absolutely forbidden.
• She has absolutely no right to take my

phone without permission.

5. abundant büyük miktarda, bol bol 
• Snow is abundant in the higher parts of the

island.

6. background arka plan, bir şeyin arkasındaki
manzara veya görünüm

• The picture he took was so beautiful that I
save it as the background on my phone.

7. bake fırında pişirmek veya pişmek
• I have learnt how to bake better cookies.
• We are baking chicken for dinner.

8. balance denge, denge durumu
• I couldn’t catch my balance and fell while

walking.
• Hunters are blamed for upsetting the

balance in the nature.

9. ban yasak, yasaklamak 
• The government has introduced a ban on

tobacco advertisement.
• The sales of the book are banned in the

country.

10. calculate hesaplamak 
• They need to calculate the amount of

hydrogen in the atmosphere.

11. cancellation iptal, iptal etme
• Poor ratings during the last two seasons

almost caused the show’s cancellation.
• Your name will be placed on a waiting list, so

you can be called if there is a cancellation.

12. candid içten, dürüst, samimi
• To be candid with you, I think you are not

quite ready for this marriage.

13. candidate aday, bir sınava giren kimse
• We have interviewed ten candidates so far.
• Lithium is the lightest of all the metals and

thus a candidate for battery use.

14. capable yeterlikli, yapabilen, elinden 
gelen

• He is capable of showing his emotions.
• The company is looking for a capable

secretary.

15. capital başkent
• Kuala Lumpur is the national capital of

Malaysia.
büyük harf

• Proper nouns should start with a capital in
English.

kapital, sermaye
• Alfred Nobel left all his capital to found the

Nobel Prize.
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A. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.

career faint absence decade deadly

cautious eagerly efficiently abnormal calculate

1 His doctors decided to hospitalize him after they recognized ______________ levels of sodium in 
his blood.

2 I decided to search for ways to work more ______________ after I realized that I couldn’t get any 
work done despite spending tirelessly. 

3 She felt dizzy after giving blood, and she quickly left the hospital to buy juice because she felt as if 
she would ______________. 

4 What was more upsetting than being sick for him was the fact that his ______________ was not felt 
by his classmates.

5 The students ______________ accepted to prepare a group project instead of taking the midterm 
exam. 

6 Surprisingly, smokers tend to ignore the ______________ consequences of smoking and focus on 
the pleasure they get. 

7 He not only made a good ______________ for himself but also established a business that employs 
several people in his hometown. 

8 It is important to remember that our individual, daily actions have severe impacts on the environment 
that can last for ______________. 

9 I didn’t ______________ the time that the project required accurately. In the end, I couldn’t meet the 
deadline. 

10 She is so ______________ about spending her money because she comes from an economically 
disadvantaged background. 

B. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.

absolutely decay fair case edit

abundant candidate failure daily effectively

1 In some rare ______________, patients may experience night blindness as a side effect of the 
medication. 

2 As a child who is criticized a lot by his parents, he does not respond well to ______________.

3 Measuring students’ success by means of multiple-choice tests is not ______________ because 
some people are just better than others regarding answering tests.

4 Taking a rest at least two times is ______________ essential to building muscles as you form them 
while resting. 

5 I still need to ______________ my work, but I would like you to read it and give me your opinions 
before moving on. 

6 Psychologists often recommend that people should have ______________ routines and stick to 
them, especially during challenging times. 

7 The food left on the counter ______________ and left an unbearable smell in the apartment, which 
made the neighbours complain. 

8 Fish are very ______________ in the sea near the town. Therefore, most of its inhabitants make 
their living by fishing. 

9 You need to learn how to communicate ______________ with your coworkers if you want to get your 
job done. 

10 Even after months of interviewing, we could not find the best ______________ for the position and 
decided to lower our expectations. 
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9. I decided to --- a pie for my niece’s birthday
tomorrow; however, we didn’t have any
flour or eggs left at home.

A) edit
B) bake
C) censor
D) ban
E) calculate

10. The mistake of not trusting his best friend
about what really happened has cost him
---- over the years.

A) candid
B) eager
C) casual
D) dear
E) fair

11. She had such a ---- skin that she couldn’t
go out without putting on sunscreen. It is
very easy for her to get sunburnt.

A) fair
B) daily
C) effective
D) casual
E) abundant

12. We couldn’t properly hear what they were
saying on the tape because there was too
much ---- noise.

A) dear
B) casual
C) background
D) eager
E) central

13. There is a new ---- of this encyclopedia
you are looking at and it will appear in the
bookstores next week, so you should come
to buy it then.

A) faith
B) echo
C) edition
D) damage
E) cartoon

14. She arrived home exhausted and she was
barely ---- of showering before collapsing
on her bed. She fell asleep almost
immediately.

A) casual
B) capable
C) abundant
D) daily
E) abnormal

15. You shouldn’t drink so much. Any type of
alcoholic drink can have a bad ---- on your
body and your overall health in the future.

A) debt
B) cell
C) deadline
D) effect
E) absence

16. I found an amazing microscopic
representation of a cancer ----, used by the
Cancer Research Campaign.

A) capital
B) bake
C) effort
D) deaf
E) cell
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18. ignorance bilgisizlik, cehalet
• It is this ignorance to other people’s

suffering that makes us inhuman.

19. ignore bilmezlikten gelmek, 
aldırmamak

• One cannot ignore the massive influence
of media.

• Most parents ignore the cavities in their
children’s teeth.

20. illegal yasaya aykırı
• Those who use illegal drugs are banned

from the Olympic Games.

21. illusion hayal, yanılsama 
• The impression of happy lives on social

media is just an illusion.

22. image görüntü, imaj, izlenim
• We should concentrate more on the public

image of our company.
• As a sales manager, I need to present a

positive image.

23. jar kavanoz
• I couldn’t find a suitable jar for cookies.

24. jealous kıskanç
• She loves to gossip and gets jealous of

others easily.

25. keen hevesli, istekli
• The children were keen on the idea of

camping.
(duyular ve duygular için) 
keskin  

• Dogs are famous for their keen senses of
smell.

26. labour iş, emek; iş gücü
• Child labour played an important role in

Industrial Revolution.
doğum

• My sister started labour at six o’clock.

27. lack eksiklik, sahip olmama; bir 
şeyden yoksun olmak, sahip 
olmamak

• Engineers have been told to abandon the
project due to lack of funding.

• Unfortunately, many children around the
world lack proper nourishment.

28. ladder seyyar merdiven
• He began to climb the ladder and when he

had almost reached the top, he stumbled
and fell onto the ground.

29. machinery makinalar, mekanizma
• John has a fine knowledge of machinery.

30. mad deli, akıl hastası 
• She used to hear voices in her head and

people thought she was mad.

31. magnificently  mükemmel bir şekilde
• They magnificently decorated their new

house just like they dreamt.

32. magnify büyütmek
• Galileo’s telescope used glass lenses to

magnify objects.

33. maintain sürdürmek, önceki durumunu 
devam ettirmek

• They couldn’t maintain their relationship
anymore.

bakmak, geçindirmek
• I have to work hard to maintain my life.

iyi durumda tutmak
• It takes a lot of time to maintain a large

garden.

34. major büyük, önemli, ciddi
• Traffic jam is a major problem in big cities.
• Researchers announced a major advance

in the treatment of cancer.
ana dal, mezun olunan dal

• What is your major at university?
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A. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.

maintain obedient mad magnificently identity

ideally mankind ignore gap obey

1 It was a(n) ______________ idea to invest in this start-up, but she still wanted to take the risk just 
because she knew the founders in person. 

2 Teachers should ______________ use different teaching methods and activities to embrace 
students’ individual needs and differences. 

3 The ______________ in his version of the story made the police suspect him regarding the robbery 
case. 

4 She coped with the challenges she faced ______________ by visualizing herself achieving all her 
goals and reaching where she wanted to be. 

5 It is not hard to have an aim. What is hard is to ______________ your motivation and discipline to 
reach it. 

6 Although many inventions have been beneficial for ______________, most of them have harmed 
other living beings. 

7 Numbers were assigned to each participant instead of using their names in this research article to 
protect their ______________. 

8 He has never been a(n) ______________ person, not in his family, school, or career, which has 
resulted in him getting fired frequently. 

9 Teachers should not ______________ the learning styles of their students and try to design their 
classes accordingly. 

10 It would be unfair to her to expect her to ______________ everything you say just because she is 
your daughter and dependent on you. 

B. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.

pale objection gather management manipulate

identify gain objectively habit major

1 The group hacked the company and ______________ access to the personal information of its 
clients, including their names, occupations, and addresses. 

2 Several countries are competing with each other to have the chance to organize the Olympics as 
they are one of the ______________ international sports events. 

3 She became ______________ with the shocking news she got, which made her coworkers panic 
and afraid. 

4 He is a former politician. So, he knows very well how to ______________ people around him. 

5 The journalist refused to ______________ her source of information, claiming that she was 
concerned about their safety. 

6 According to the writer, getting rid of our bad ______________ is much harder than establishing new 
ones. 

7 The committee member admitted that he had not evaluated the pieces of work ______________ as 
one of the participants was from his hometown. 

8 He asked his children to ______________ around to talk about his inheritance, but they refused to 
accept the risk of his death. 

9 The board has decided to ask for the resignation of the ______________ after getting several 
complaints from the employees. 

10 The meeting took shorter than expected because there were literally no ______________ to the 
topics raised. 

S E S S I O N  2
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9. It was a(n) ---- act and will lead to your
arrest if you get caught by the police. You
shouldn’t leave your home for a few days.

A) illegal
B) keen
C) idle
D) eager
E) casual

10. She uses her sweet smile and kind words
to ---- people. People know not to trust her
anymore and they keep away from her.

A) debate
B) hallucinate
C) maintain
D) manage
E) manipulate

11. The doctor said he would have to wear
eyeglasses that ---- words when he is
reading something but he has no intention
of doing that.

A) pardon
B) magnify
C) lack
D) gain
E) edit

12. He finds it very difficult to ---- every order
as a soldier. That is why he is thinking
about quitting the army.

A) decay
B) obey
C) censor
D) identify
E) gather

13. Passengers were asked to ---- their own
suitcases so they wouldn’t get mixed up
when they are put on the plane.

A) manipulate
B) bake
C) calculate
D) identify
E) gain

14. I have no ---- to your request but you
should come up with a better plan if you
want your project to be successful.

A) labour
B) image
C) falsehood
D) manner
E) objection

15. Her ---- about the topic was very surprising
because everyone thought she would be
into politics and global issues but she
didn’t know much.

A) pardon
B) illusion
C) ignorance
D) identity
E) cartoon

16. She doesn’t seem to understand the
difference between truth and ---- because
she keeps lying to us without a reason.

A) objection
B) manner
C) majority
D) falsehood
E) habit


